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RESPONSES RECEIVED BY MAIL
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The following article appeared
in the May–June edition of the 
Tulsa World Magazine and is 
reprinted here with the permission 
of Executive Editor, Susan Ellerbach. 
It's about “The Outsiders” a book  
written by S.E. Hinton ffty years 
ago when she was sixteen years old 
and a student at Will Rogers High 
School.  As many of you know, that 
book was later made into a movie 
directed by Francis Ford Coppala and 
flmed mostly in Tulsa.

Phrases written by an alumna 50 years ago surround the eighth-grade class at Will 
Rogers Junior High School. * “Stay gold Ponyboy, stay gold.”  “If we don't have each other, 
we don't have anything.”  “We saw the same sunset.”  “Things are tough all over.”  “As I 
stepped out...” * Reading “The Outsiders” has been required reading in Oklahoma 
classrooms for decades, often followed by watching the movie and even having a dress-up 
day.  But it's different in this school building, 3909 E. Fifth Place. * The author, S.E. Hinton, 
wrote the book while a teenager at 
the school.  Her photo is displayed 
in the school's Hall of Fame case, 
and several signed books are held 
in the library.

Even more compelling, the students 
imagine how the books's iconic 
characters of the haves (Socs) and 
have-nots (Greasers) were inspired 
by teenagers who once sat in the 
same classrooms. 
A student reads through a copy of “The 
Outsiders” during a class at Will Rogers High  
School.



Think of Ponyboy, Darry, Johnny and Cherry walking down the halls at Rogers High 
School.  We defnitely know S.E. Hinton spent a lot of time in the library.  “How does that 
make you feel as a student here?” asked teacher Marie Conner during a class discussion 
of the book.  Hands shot up.  “She was in the same situation we are in today, and she did 
amazing things,” Aubrie Harness said.  “It was probably hard for her to become great back 
then because maybe so many people thought women couldn't do this.  It's amazing we are 
living the same lives they did.  It makes me feel proud being in the same place.  It makes 
you feel honored.”

“It makes me feel inspired.  She did something that makes me want to do things 
different,” Liliana Perryman said.  “She wrote a book that is still read today – 50 years 
later.  I think I can make myself into something and not give up on my dreams.”

Then the discussion turned to how times are different.  Computers and social media 
make bullying anonymous, subtle and far-reaching.  A rumble is much simpler, they say. 
A spit in the eye, a punch to the gut is more direct.

“Those characters had it easy then,” Christopher Guido said.  “We don't know if a 
person coming up to you would or wouldn't have guns or knives”.

Conner then asks: “Are we still seeing those issues in 2017?  Are we still dealing 
with these issues in Tulsa?”

Quickly, students bring up racial tensions.

“Now, it's about race that makes people treat each other different,” Jade Flores-
Alavez said.  “It still goes on.”

Students talk about how immigrants are treated.  The white and black students 
compare experiences.  They ask each other to judge them for their actions not a 
stereotype.

“I don't see gang violence, but race is something we deal with,” Aubrie Harness said.

A book scene has a character talking about his parents' volatile relationship.  It 
strikes a chord with some students.

“Its not just Tulsa but everywhere around us,” Guido said.  “We're still having this 
here, and I'm thinking it's not going to change.”

But the book also shows forgiveness and growth among characters, whether within 
the family of the Curtis brothers or between Soc Cherry Valance and Greaser Ponyboy 
Curtis.

Students sit at their desks during a class discussion about “The Outsiders” at Will Rogers High School.



Phrases from “The Outsiders” are written on a chalkboard at Will Rogers High School.

The students let those themes set in for a few seconds before speaking about what 
it means to them.

“To stay positive and help people when they are down and out,” Evelyn Zambrano 
said.“  And no matter the circumstances, you can achieve.”

Vice principal Valarie Farrow joined in, reminding students that history is learned so 
we don't repeat mistakes.

“Do we want to be talking about these same issues in another 50 years, in 2067?” 
Farrow asks.  “Just because we're different, doesn't mean we can't be friends.  We have to 
work at looking beyond those differences.”

“I have a lot of friends who do bad things, but I don't do that.” Jade Flores-Alavez 
said.  “But that doesn't mean I can't be friends with them.”

In total, the students study the book for nearly
three months.  It's more than reading the book and
writing a report.

It's an analysis of themes, character develop-
ment and relationship to contemporary culture. 
Students create storyboards using book scenes and
translate them into modern lingo.  They watch the 
movie and pick out Tulsa landmarks.

Aubrie Harness raises her hand to answer a 

      question during a class discussion.

They discover from previous interviews where Hinton drew inspiration, including a 
story about witnessing a kid getting jumped by a group of upper-class kids.

“She saw something she didn't like and wrote a book to change it,” Perryman said.

This interest surprises some of the students.

“I took a look at the cover and wasn't into it but I started reading and got really 
into it.”  Byoncae Davis said.



Devon Elliot Willis raises his hand to answer a question during a class discussion about 
“The Outsiders” at Will Rogers High School.

Reading “The Outsiders” is a rite of passage among native Oklahomans.  It's a book 
taught in junior high classrooms across the nation and in many countries.  Yet Conner said 
students at Rogers have an ownership of the book like she never experienced in other 
schools.

“There is a different spirit and drive to teach “The Outsiders” here, she said.  “The 
students have more respect for the book and want to read it.  The students have a pride 
about it because it came from their school and their neighborhoods.”

(Editor's note:  Part of the movie was
flmed around the corner of Boston and
Brady, and our business was located on
that corner at the time.  Part of the 
flming was done one night and I had to 
be there to let them in to adjust the
lighting for their needs. There were 
several scenes done and when they were 
through, we all sat down at some long 
tables set up in a parking lot across the 
street at about 1:30 AM for breakfast.  I 
had the pleasure of sitting across from  
and visiting with Francis Ford Coppala.)

____________________________________________________________

IN MEMORIUM

Dr. John Bush

Roger Hawkins

Dural Klotz

Sandy Walworth Twilley

Jerry Zelinka



In a previous issue of our Class of '52 Newsletter we had an open letter to all of 
our classmates concerning the money left in our reunion account after Carol Pitman 
Southard passed away.  She was the only signer on the account.  Dan Strong, along with 
the help of Carol's daughter was able to get the account transferred to him as the signer.

We asked for suggestions as to what we should do with the funds since it didn't 
look like there were any more reunions in our future.  We had a few replies, but not 
many. Some said, give it all to the Will Rogers High School Community Foundation, Inc.. 
Others said to transfer it to the Newsletter account.

Well, Dan came up with the idea to split it evenly between the Foundation and the 
Newsletter.  I agreed with him so that is what we did.  What follows is the documentation 
of the gift to the foundation.  The other half of the funds is equal to what was given to 
the Foundation and is safely resting in the Newsletter account at the Bank of the West.



RESPONSES RECEIVED BY MAIL

From Fred Upton: “Dear Warren,

Thanks again for a super newsletter.  I saw a comment you made 
about your interest in old cars.  It brought up memories of two cars I 
owned in the late ffty's, a 1949 Mercury and 
four years later a 1952 Pontiac, also a 1949 
Harley-Davidson motorcycle just like the one on 
the stamp I put on your envelope.

These were the best cars and bike EVER!  Would 
love to have them back.  Now those cars and 49 Harley-Davidson 

would be too expensive to buy back now.

I bought the Harley from a man at 
American Air Lines for only $450 dollars, 
what a buy at that time.  Please keep the 
pictures just for you and your interest in 
automobiles that you will never own.  Bet 
you have 
a few 
pictures 
of some.

Sincerely yours, Fred. C. Upton
P.S. Enclosed is a donation to help with your mailing.”  (Thanks for the great pictures,  
Fred.  I am sure they will help many classmates bring back memories of their past days. 
I was never brave enough for a big Harley, but I had a few smaller cycles in my younger 
days.  Your 49 Mercury picture will show up again a little later in this newsletter as the 
mystery picture.  And by the way, thank you for the donation.)

____________________________________________________________

From Bob Hackendorf: “To the Newsletter Committee – I so enjoy 
receiving the newsletter!  Here is a check to help out with the  
expenses.  Keep up the great work.  Bob Hackendorf.”  (Thank you 
Bob, for the nice letter and the donation. We will put it to good use
for this newsletter.)  

 
_____________________________________________________________

RESPONSES RECEIVED BY E-MAIL

“The most recent edition of "Roundup" arrived this week for 
Jerry  Zelinka. I am sad to tell you that Jerry, my husband, died on 
December 22, 2016 from Valvular Heart Failure.

Jerry had always looked forward to receiving the Will Rogers High 
School newsletter for the Class of 1952.  He often shared with me 
stories of his time in high school and he was very happy that he had 
made it back to Tulsa for his 55th class reunion.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Zelinka”     (I am so sorry to hear of Jerry's passing.  I have memories of 
visiting with him at that 55th reunion.  He was a handsome gentleman and a very easy 
person to talk to.)



Hello, my name is Beckie Reeves and I now live at the residence 
where Roger Hawkins previously lived (13145 Chesterton Ave, Fort 
Myers Fl 33919). Your class of 52 newsletter came in the mail today. 
Mr. Hawkins passed away over 3 years ago, so you can delete him 
from your mailing list.
Thank you.

_____________________________________________________________

Dear Warren:
“The picture at Cleveland Jr. High in the latest newsletter reminded me 
of a picture I have.  I don't know if it was taken in 1948 or 1949.

Dan Ragan”  (Thanks, Dan, for sending this picture from the TRIBUNE. 
Sorry that I couldn't get a little better scan of it, but those who went to 
Cleveland will probably recognize their classmates in it. )

___________________________________________________________________________

DONATIONS

 Your donations make it possible to keep sending these newsletters.  This time we 
received donations from Robert Hackendorf and Fred Upton.  

The offer still stands.  For any donation of $10.00 or more we will send you a copy 
of our most up to date list of classmates with names, addresses, phone numbers, and email 
addresses, when available.

____________________________________________________________

RECENT LOST CLASSMATES

 Undeliverable newsletters returned without a forwarding address.

Dr. John Bush

Clayton Saul

Sandy Walworth Twilley



ADDRESS CHANGES

Joyce Gallamore Gatz  1220 Satellite Blvd.  Unit 511
Suwanee,  GA   30024

Jack Jett 14652 South 4090 Road
       Oologah,  OK   74043 - 3514

JUST A REMINDER

We here in the newsletter committee would still like to have any stories or pictures 
that you would like to share with your fellow classmates.  You can either email them to us 
at wdcox@cox.net  or send them by regular mail.  We will be glad to return any pictures 
that you tell us that you would like to have back.

MYSTERY PICTURE

Here is the picture of Fred's 49 Mercury again, but that is not what the mystery is 
all about.  This time we are looking for the identity of the business in the building behind 
it.  Thanks to Fred for supplying the mystery picture, even though he didn't know that he 
was going to do it, and by the way, everyone check out that “cool” Fulton Sun Shade! 
They were a very popular item back when that car was new.  The design and engineering 
of the 49 Fords and Mercurys were a big departure from the previous models.  Not only 
was the appearance much better (especially the Mercury), but the chassis and running 
gear were much different and a big improvement over the same cars one year older.

mailto:wdcox@cox.net


LAST ISSUE'S MYSTERY PICTURE

  Photographer unknown – I could not take this picture now because it no longer exists.

We had no takers on the above picture.  It is from a movie theater that was 
located on 11th Street between Harvard and Yale.  Does that ring a bell?  Well if you
are still stumped, see if you remember the Will Rogers Theatre.  The picture is of 
the snack bar.

____________________________________________________________

IN CLOSING. 

Spring has sprung and Summer is almost upon us.  One if the big advantages is the 
longer hours of daylight.  It gives us more time to be outside and enjoy doing the things 
that we like to do.  Maybe it is working in the garden or maybe it is going for walks or 
even bicycle rides.  Now I will admit that in some parts of the country it is just too plain 
hot for us “old folks” to be out in the hottest part of the day, so be careful and take it 
easy on those days.  Here in Tulsa, we have had quite a bit of rain this spring and things 
are growing like weeds.  Oh ya, some of them are weeds!

We hope you enjoy receiving these newsletters as much as we enjoy bringing them 
to you.  Don't forget, if you have some news or other interesting items, send them to us 
and we will be sure to get them in a future issue.

Your Newsletter Gang

And Will Rogers says:

“Why don't they pass a constitutional amendment
prohibiting anybody from learning anything?  If it
works as good as prohibition did, in fve years we
will have the smartest people on earth”




